Manifesto (at least, according to Merriam Webster)
man·i·fes·to | \ ˌma-nə-ˈfe-(ˌ)stō
plural manifestos or manifestoes

Definition of manifesto
: a written statement declaring publicly the intentions, motives, or views of its issuer

Manifesto Has Latin Roots
Manifesto is related to manifest, which occurs in English as a noun, verb, and adjective. Of these, the
adjective, which means "readily perceived by the senses" or "easily recognized," is oldest, dating to the 14th
century. Both manifest and manifesto derive ultimately from the Latin noun manus ("hand") and -festus, a
combining form that is related to the Latin adjective infestus, meaning "hostile." Something that is manifest is
easy to perceive or recognize, and a manifesto is a statement in which someone makes his or her intentions or
views easy for people to ascertain. Perhaps the most famous statement of this sort is the Communist
Manifesto, written in 1848 by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels to outline the platform of the Communist
League.
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has a mind of its own

SHERRY/MONTILLA…Spain has given us Gaudi / Don Quixote / Xavi and…

VERMOUTH…these aromatized wines cure all evils

APERTIF…these aromatized wines might not cure all evils

BEER…it’s beer, just drink it!
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DRY* RIESLING: yes, Riesling is always DRY…except when it is technically NOT
Riesling is just as DRY as every other grape / wine on the planet.
How DRY is Riesling? Well, so damn DRY that:
-Apostle Paul’s epistle to the Romans commends Riesling’s subjugation of residual sugar
*what does DRY mean: simply put, it is the virtual lack of residual sugar in the finished wine.
OR, the lack of perception of said residual sugar in a wine. Remember, we are dealing with taste which is the
most subjective thing on the planet. Also note: we can measure sugar in wine…see below numbers.
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FRUITY RIESLING: yes, Riesling is a grape…and a grape is a fruit.
And that grape fermented into wine should therefore smell and taste fruity.
Do not be scared of fruit. Our ancestors ate it.
And it is one of the two major food groups, along with coffee (from Philz, of course).

RIESLING 2021 COLORING PAGES
They will bring you enlightenment and contentment
while Riesling, the wine, brings a smile to your face.
Choose between Neuschwanstein Castle and Martin Luther.

*Flight of Three Tastes of any of the Rieslings…we pick’em
*Flight of Five Tastes from the world of Riesling…yup, we definitely pick’em
*Flight of Eight Tastes from the world of Riesling…this is insane…who would do this
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RIESLING TRIUMVERATE I: Riesling disguised as Jon Snow’s Longclaw

*Flight of Three Tastes of these Three Insane Wines
**unfortunately, these three wines are NOT part of the Riesling Flights on the previous page**

34.00
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RIESLING DUALITY I: Riesling disguised as ütter yumminess

*Flight of Two Tastes of these Two Sexy Wines
**unfortunately, these three wines are NOT part of the Riesling Flights on the previous page**

19.00

